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Let’s cut to the chase ...
STEVE’S SPEAKING ISN’T FOR EVERYONE.
If you’re looking for another speaker with a dull PowerPoint who will make
you feel good about everything you’re already doing, then Steve’s not
your guy. Don’t worry, there’s plenty of other speakers out there that will fit
the bill.
But if you’re looking for a speaker who will challenge your way of thinking
and offer a bold new perspective, you’re in luck. Steve’s not afraid to ruffle
a few feathers in order to kickstart positive growth. He’s there to give you
no BS, actionable insights that empower you to make a real change at
your organization.
If you want an unfiltered, hard-hitting speech on recruiting, retaining, and
developing top talent, you’ve come to the right place.

“The only thing standing in between
your business strategy and
your business performance is
your people strategy.”

SPEAKER, CONSULTANT, EDUCATOR
ABOUT STEVE
Steve Lowisz is an authority on all things talent, personal
development, and business leadership. With experience
consulting start-ups, equity-backed, and Fortune 500 companies
around the world, you can count on Steve for expert insights
and actionable advice. Best known as the founder and CEO
of Qualigence International, Steve is a successful five-time
entrepreneur with over two decades of practical business
experience.
With a unique and unconventional delivery style, Steve
understands how to connect with everyone from executives and
entrepreneurs to human resources and recruiters. As a result,
companies including Cisco Systems, Starbucks, Whirlpool, CocaCola, Miller, Walgreen’s and many others have engaged Steve
as a speaker to educate, inspire, and uncover the true potential
within their teams.

Steve’s Accolades
•Michigan Small Business Person of the Year
•Michigan 50 Companies to Watch
•E&Y Entrepreneur of the Year Finalist
•Qualigence Won Best & Brightest Places to Work in the Nation
•Bank Board Member 2003—2008
•Official Member of Forbes HR council
•Published Author “Recruiting Sucks ... But It Doesn’t Have To”

stevelowisz.com

INSPIRE
Get inspired and learn how
to empower your business
with a speech from Steve.
Steve’s speaking is energizing,
informative, and will give you
the tools to take your business
or career to the next-level.

CONSULT
Steve delivers expert advice
on talent acquisition &
optimization to help businesses
overcome challenges and
attain their goals. Steve’s
consulting is committed to
showing organizations how to
get the right people and the
right performance.

EDUCATE
With an engaging teaching
style and a passion for helping
others, Steve is a first-rate
educator and trainer. Every
session is oriented around
offering practical, actionable
education that supports your
business goals.

KEYNOTE • CONSULTATION • WORKSHOP
RECRUITING SUCKS...
BUT IT DOESN’T HAVE TO!
Breaking Through the Myths That Got Us Here
“People are our most important asset.” We hear it all the time—
because it’s true. Most savvy business leaders understand the
tremendous value of having the right people on a team. But the
way in which we go about recruiting those people is all screwed
up – here’s how we can do better.
Steve’s spent years honing innovative approaches to recruiting
that deliver better results than the traditional model.

This keynote/workshop is ideal for:
• Talent acquisition leaders

60-90 MINUTES KEYNOTE
4 HOUR WORKSHOP

• Business leaders looking to boost performance
• Anyone who’s sick and tired of the same old,
same old in recruiting

Takeaway:
• Learn the truth behind pervasive recruiting myths
• Rebuild your recruiting process to get the talent you need in a
cost-effective manner

“We were laughing and some people even
cried. Speaking from his own experience,
the delivery was incredible!”
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• Leverage insights honed from 20 years of industry experience

KEYNOTE • CONSULTATION • WORKSHOP
WERE THEY DEAD WHEN YOU HIRED
THEM, OR DID YOU KILL THEM?
Getting to the Root of Poor Performance
You’ve seen it. You spend enormous amounts of time and energy
to recruit the superstar candidate of your dreams. And then they
fail. Why does this happen? Learn how to use talent optimization
and advanced people analytics to address this issue head-on.
The time, money and resources we spend on recruiting is wasted
if we’re not engaging employees and inspiring them to perform.
Good thing there’s a scientifically-validated method for making
that happen.

WERE THEY DEAD WHEN YOU HIRED THEM,
OR DID YOU KILL THEM?

60 MINUTE KEYNOTE
This keynote/workshop is ideal for:

3 HOUR WORKSHOP

• Business leaders
• Managers
• HR professionals
• Anyone looking to drive superior performance

Takeaway:
•Identify the causes of employee failure
• Inspire your employees to deliver next-level performance

“Immediately actionable! Steve’s take on
‘Informed Selection’ opened our eyes quickly
to what we are doing wrong, and how to fix it!”
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• Drive engagement and retention to boost profits and crush goals

KEYNOTE • CONSULTATION • WORKSHOP
WHY YOUR METRICS DON’T MATTER!
We Get Whatever Results We Measure...So Choose Wisely
Business leaders, CFOs, and the like are measured on specific
areas of company performance. So why is it that HR and
recruiting metrics are so focused on reporting activity and not
results? We need to identify metrics that contribute to business
success. Here’s how HR and recruiters can define metrics that
truly matter.
If we want HR and recruiting departments to contribute
meaningfully to organizational success, we need to
measure the right goals.

WHY YOUR METRICS DON’T MATTER!

60 MINUTE KEYNOTE
This keynote/workshop is ideal for:

3 HOUR WORKSHOP

• HR leaders
• Talent acquisition leaders
• Business leaders looking to optimize their recruiting
and HR departments

Takeaway:
• Understand why many HR and recruiting metrics are pointless
• Identify metrics that make a real difference to the organization

“It’s about time someone said what we were
thinking. What’s the point of measuring
engagement if we don’t treat it?”
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• Use these metrics to make your recruiting or HR department more
effective than ever

KEYNOTE • CONSULTATION • WORKSHOP
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION: LET’S TALK
ABOUT THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM!
Why Diversity Initiatives Fail
Diversity and cultural inclusion directly benefit company
performance. Unfortunately, most organizations still don’t know
how to successfully improve diversity and are afraid to ask the right
questions about the issue. Get to the heart of why these initiatives
fail and how we can do better.
We all benefit from diversity in our organizations...
let’s get a clear understanding of how to get there.

This keynote/workshop is ideal for:
• Organizations looking to implement successful
diversity initiatives

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION:
LET’S TALK ABOUT THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM!

60 MINUTE KEYNOTE
4 HOUR WORKSHOP

• Business leaders
• HR professionals

Takeaway:
•Learn what makes a culture of inclusion
•Understand how diversity directly supports your unique
business objectives
•Get a fresh perspective on the issue from my 17-year old daughter (no kidding)
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KEYNOTE • CONSULTATION • WORKSHOP
EVERYTHING STARTS WITH WHY –
DEFINING PURPOSE
We Don’t Buy a Company’s Product, We Buy it’s Purpose
What makes us buy $1200 iPhones when an Android phone can
do the same thing for $200? How does Tesla sell cars you can’t
test drive? Our brains don’t buy into what a company does, we
buy into their purpose. Sell like never before by defining your
purpose in a way that captivates prospects and audiences.
The organizations that define their why become legendary...
it’s time you followed in their footsteps.

This keynote/workshop is ideal for:
• Business leaders looking to supercharge their sales
and marketing

EVERYTHING STARTS WITH WHY –
DEFINING PURPOSE

60 MINUTE KEYNOTE
4 HOUR WORKSHOP

• Sales leaders searching for an extra boost
• Marketers and advertisers who want to build
a rock-solid brand

Takeaway:
•Get a deep understanding of why you do what you do
•Communicate that purpose effectively to your audience and prospects
•Strengthen your sales with a purpose-driven approach
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KEYNOTE • CONSULTATION • WORKSHOP
COACHING – 5 REASONS IT DOESN’T
WORK AND HOW TO FIX IT!
Coaching for Sustained Success
All too often we view coaching as a single act. How many times
have we heard the phrase “We need to have a coaching session
with so-and-so.” Coaches in professional sports understand that
for coaching to be effective, it must be constant.
Understand what coaching is and is not…then learn how to
effectively coach your teams to perform!

This keynote/workshop is ideal for:
• Managers at all levels
• Sales leaders

COACHING – 5 REASONS
IT DOESN’T WORK AND HOW TO FIX IT!

60 MINUTE KEYNOTE
3 HOUR WORKSHOP

• Anyone in a leadership role looking to improve
their coaching ability
Takeaway:
•Understand why coaching fails so often in the workplace
•Develop a strategy to productively address issues
•Inspire employees to drive superior performance over the long-term
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KEYNOTE • CONSULTATION • WORKSHOP
DON’T JUST PUT BUTTS IN SEATS
We’re Not Here to Fill Roles...We’re Here to Build Great
Teams
We need to think bigger than filling roles and start building
amazing teams. Building teams is about knowing what you need
from new employees and what drives each person. Learn how
to understand what drives each team member and unlock the
discretionary performance needed for success!
Championship teams are not built by chance – your
organization shouldn’t be either.

DON’T JUST PUT BUTTS IN SEATS

This keynote/workshop is ideal for:

60 MINUTE KEYNOTE

• Talent acquisition leaders looking to make a bigger impact

3 HOUR WORKSHOP

• Managers who want to improve their teams
• Business leaders seeking to drive greater performance
Takeaway:
•Develop a strategy that goes past filling open requisitions
•Understand what elements make for a great team
•Create teams that deliver next-level performance
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KEYNOTE • CONSULTATION • WORKSHOP
FUNNEL HACKING FOR RECRUITERS
Getting information on potential candidates is easy...but you
need to turn names into candidates.
Recruiters have more information on candidates than ever before
through social media, LinkedIn, web scrapers, and other tools like
artificial intelligence. But we have to know what great marketers
have known for years...how to engage, entice, and get potential
candidates to respond. Recruiting has evolved, and we need to
adapt to use techniques to nurture candidates and turn them into
employees.
All the great candidates are being bombarded by InMails
and emails...learn how to cut through the noise to get
responses and engage candidates.

FUNNEL HACKING FOR RECRUITERS

60 MINUTE KEYNOTE
2 HOUR WORKSHOP

This keynote/workshop is ideal for:
• Recruiters looking to up their game
• Talent acquisition leaders who want to make better
hires more often
• Business leaders seeking to get the talent they need

Takeaway:
• Leverage marketing funnels to drive more candidates to act
• Get the tools needed to develop, implement, and manage effective funnels
• Boost your funnel results with these tips
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KEYNOTE • CONSULTATION • WORKSHOP
UNDERSTANDING CANDIDATE DNA
Traditional selection and interviewing processes only work
30% of the time - but there’s a better way to pick great
candidates.
We hire for skill, but almost always fire employees for other
reasons. Typically, new employees don’t last because of their
behavior, like a lack of motivation or a resistance to change. It’s
time we moved past faulty beliefs like the idea that several years
of experience equates to skill or success. Learn how to use ResultsBased Interviewing and Core 4 to uncover the true DNA behind
your candidates.
Our people are our greatest assets...but we still don’t know
how to select the right candidates.

UNDERSTANDING CANDIDATE DNA

60 MINUTE KEYNOTE
3 HOUR WORKSHOP

This keynote/workshop is ideal for:
• Talent acquisition leaders who want to make better hires
• Recruiters looking to better analyze candidates

Takeaway:

• Business leaders looking to hire great talent more efficiently

• Establish an interview process that accurately and reliably assesses candidates
• Quickly select the best candidate from a pool
• Understand what drives a candidate and predict their success in a role
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